e-RIFTER

For over 210 years, PEUGEOT has unfailingly
upheld a French manufacturing tradition of
quality and inventiveness. Today, PEUGEOT is
more focused than ever on designing sleekly
styled vehicles affording drivers a sensory
experience that goes beyond driving by
heightening all the senses. From ergonomics to
materials and connectivity, we have worked on
each detail to bring you a more intuitive driving
experience. More than anything, we wish to
offer you the freedom to choose, because
people have been and always will be our main
focus.
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* LE STYLE DISTINCTIF DE PEUGEOT

ISTINCTIVE
EUGEOT STYLING

*

DESIGN WITHOUT COMPROMISE

A STRONG PERSONALITY

The PEUGEOT e-RIFTER embodies elegance, robustness, agility and power, all in one vehicle.

With its stylish silhouette and smooth lines, the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER does

With its short, high bonnet and increased ground clearance, it adeptly borrows certain traits

not go unnoticed. An aluminium grey stop block(1), diamond impregnated

associated with SUVs. Its vertical grille and lamps with LED

DRL(1)

signature highlight a balanced,

compact, dynamic silhouette.

(1) LED DRL: Light Emitting Diode Daytime Running Lamp - Available as standard or unavailable depending on version.

17’’ aluminium wheel rims(2), roof bars, wing wheel arch extensions and
black side protectors beef up the remarkable style of the e-RIFTER.

(1) Available as standard or not available depending on model.
(2) Available as standard, optional or unavailable depending on model.
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BEAR THE LION’S CLAW

DISTINCTIVE LINES

With the three-claw light signature decorating its rear lights, the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER

The new PEUGEOT e-RIFTER can be recognised by its distinctive “e-

asserts itself as the iconic seven-seater vehicle for the brand. Its optional coupling

Rifter” monogram, while the hatch on the left rear wing houses the

device offers the ability to tow up to 750 kg, while its two sliding side doors with wider

charging sockets.

access and extra-tinted(1) power windows(2) open up a spacious and welcoming
interior.

(1) Extra-tinted windows available in row 2 and 3, with the opening rear window option depending on the version.
(2) Available in row 2 as standard, optional, or unavailable depending on the version.

HE DISCOVERY
EGINS HERE

ON THE WAY TO NEW
SENSATIONS
Sit behind the wheel of the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER
and enjoy an adjustable driving position and
quality ergonomic seating, which even the
tallest of people will love. When incredible
acoustic comfort is added to this, the entire
passenger compartment turns into a genuine
haven of peace.

PEUGEOT i-COCKPIT®
IN COMPLETE e-VOLUTION
With the PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®, discover more
agile, intuitive driving with a compact
steering wheel, head-up display, and large
8”(1) or 10”(2) touchscreen.
The PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® of the new e-RIFTER
is evolving technologically with two new
instrument panels, in order to share all the
information necessary for the proper
management of a 100% Electric vehicle.

(1) Available as standard or as an option depending on model.
(2) Available as an option.
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TOUCHSCREEN
The large 10”(1) touchscreen allows you to access the “Electric” menu via dedicated menu
options:
• “Flow” to view the live energy flow.
• “Statistics” to display consumption statistics.
• “Charge” which allows you to schedule a deferred charge.

(1) Available as an option.

DIGITAL DISPLAY
As an option, you can have a 100% digital instrument panel on the new e-RIFTER. The information
display is entirely configurable and customisable.
The instrument panel has several display modes, accessible via a wheel on the steering wheel,
allowing you to compose your PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® “à la carte”. This could include setting the screen
to display the navigation, electrical charge management or driving assistance systems, whatever
suits you.
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INTELLIGENCE
FOR GREATER EASE*
Available as a five or seven-seater and in two lengths
(Standard and Long), the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER has
exemplary adaptability. Front passenger seat and rear
bench seat in 2/3-1/3(1) or three individual seats(2) with
“Magic Flat”*** system that folds down into the floor,
third row with two individual removable seats… you
choose its configuration. Its boot offers an impressive
volume of 775 L to 3,500 L and up to 4,000 L for the
Long five-seater. Finally, the opening rear window(2),
boot sill and flat floor(3) make loading and unloading
easy.

* L‘intelligence pour plus de facilité.
(1) Standard or unavailable depending on model.
(2) Standard, optional, or unavailable depending on model.
(3) Long object up to 2.70 m or 3.05 m in the Standard or
Long version respectively.
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DISCOVERING WIDE-OPEN
SPACES
Open the door to storage potential. More than
just providing light, the Zénith®(1) roof with its
electric sliding sun blind and LED ambient
lighting(2) offers real storage spaces in the
central arch, roof trunk, and the overhead
storage rack at the front of the vehicle.
Front and rear door panels, centre console,
footwell(1), etc. The PEUGEOT e-RIFTER has a
record volume(3) of storage space for its
category. More numerous, generous, and
accessible, their ergonomics is designed to
accommodate everyday objects.

(1) Available as standard, optional or unavailable depending on
model.
(2) LED: 100% Light Emitting Diode lighting.
(3) Up to 186 L including 92 L at the Toit Zénith® roof level.
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ENHANCED
XPERIENCE

CONNECTED TO YOUR DAILY
LIFE
With the voice-activated connected navigation
pack(1) including Real-time Traffic and Danger
Zones by TomTom Services(2) as well as the
location and availability of public charging
stations, you have a full view of your
environment directly on the touchscreen.
The Mirror Screen(3) enables you to take
advantage of your smartphone-compatible
apps on the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER’s
touchscreen. No need for cables any more,
induction charging(4) provides energy to your
smartphone with ease.

(1) Standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and
market - These Connected Navigation Services are accessible either
via an on-board SIM card or via the customer’s smartphone (Modem
mode, depending on model/version).
(2) TomTom services display all essential driving information in real
time: real-time traffic, service stations, parking, weather, local
searches and speed cameras (depending on national legislation). All
of these services come with a 3-year subscription which can be
extended or subsequently renewed online for a fee.
(3) Only certified Android Auto and Apple CarPlayTM apps will work
when driving or stationary. When driving, certain functions of the
applications concerned will be inhibited. Some types of content,
which may be available for free with your smartphone, require a
subscription to an equivalent certified, fee-based Android Auto or
Apple CarPlayTM app. The Mirror Screen feature works with Android
Auto (for Android smartphones) or with Apple CarPlayTM (for iOS
smartphones), subject to mobile data contracts.
(4)As an option or unavailable depending on the version - Induction
charging for devices compatible with the Qi standard.

AT HOME EVERYWHERE

ON-BOARD SAFETY

With the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER’s various manoeuvre assistance systems,

With PEUGEOT Driving Support Systems, the e-RIFTER makes driving easier and

you will be able to take advantage of more freedom and enjoyment.

gives you more peace of mind and safety. Advanced recognition of signs and speed

Visiopark 1(1) rear view camera, latest generation Park Assist(2) and blind

limit recommendations(1), adaptive cruise control(1) with Stop function(2), active lane

spot

monitoring(3)

means you are well equipped in all circumstances.

departure warning system(1), hands-free access and start-up(1), electric secondary
brake(1), etc. Make your trips uncommonly easy.

(1) Available as standard or as an option depending on model.
(2) Parking active assistance available as an option or unavailable, depending on the version.
(3) Available as an option or unavailable depending on model.

(1) Standard, optional, or unavailable depending on model.
(2) The adaptive cruise control Stop function is only available with the automatic EAT8 gearbox.
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READY FOR ADVENTURE

EXPLORE ALL TYPES OF TERRAIN

Improved mobility to get away from it all. With Advanced Grip Control* and its

Keep control even in extreme situations. With the Advanced Grip Control(1)

optimized anti-skid system, the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER’s handling fits all your needs.

HADC(2) function, the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER maintains a low speed on steep

Navigate between the five grip modes (Standard, Snow, Off-road, Sand, and ESP

slopes. You remain focused on steering and enjoy more safety, comfort and

OFF) with the star wheel located on the centre console for more adventure. And for

control.

the most demanding, choose the four-wheel drive version(2).
(1) Available as an option or unavailable depending on model.
(1) Available as an option or unavailable depending on model.

(2) Hill Assist Descent Control.

(2) Available as an option - four-wheel drive version developed with our DANGEL partner.
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REATER DRIVING
REEDOM

100% ELECTRIC MOTOR
As easy to handle in the city as it is safe and
powerful on the road, the new PEUGEOT eRIFTER is equipped with a 100 kW (136 hp)
electric motor. This motor provides
instantaneous acceleration thanks to 260 Nm
of immediately available torque. Behind the
wheel of the new PEUGEOT e-RIFTER, you will
enjoy its smooth, dynamic and silent(1) driving
abilities.
The battery life of the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER
allows you to travel up to 280 km in according
to the WLTP* certification protocol(2). Thbattery
is guaranteed for eight years or 160,000 km for
70% of its charge capacity.

(1) Be careful, however, to stay in control of your vehicle and be
attentive to the outside environment that is not used to quiet
vehicles.
(2) The range and electrical consumption values specified comply
with the WLTP test procedure based on which new vehicles have
been accepted since 1 September 2018. They may vary according
to the actual conditions of use and various factors such as: speed,
thermal comfort in the vehicle, driving style and outside
temperature. Recharging time depends in particular on the power
of the on-board charger in the vehicle, the charging cable, and the
type and power of the charging terminal used. Please contact your
dealer for more information.
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THREE DRIVING MODES
New e-RIFTER offers three operating modes:
• Eco (60 kW, 180 Nm): favours range and smooth
driving,
• Normal (80 kW, 210 Nm): optimal for everyday use
• Power (100 kW, 260 Nm): optimises performance
when transporting heavy loads.

BRAKING MODES
Thanks to regenerative braking, two levels
of engine braking* are available, allowing
you to recharge the battery during
deceleration:
• Moderate (default mode) for a feeling close to an
internal combustion engine vehicle,
• Enhanced (accessible from the “B” for “Brake”
button, located on the gear lever), for accentuated
deceleration when the accelerator pedal is
released, favouring driving range.

* Regeneration (moderate or increased) of the battery charge.
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CHARGING ON PRIVATE
CHARGING STATIONS
A number of charging solutions are available
to help you make the most of the 280 km
WLTP driving range:
• With a standard socket (8A), for a full charge in
31 hours,
• With a reinforced socket (16A), for a full charge
in 15 hours,
• With a 7.4 kW Wall Box, allowing a full charge
in 7.5 hours with the standard
• SIngle-phase on-board charger (7.4 kW),
• With a 11 kW Wall Box, allowing a full charge
in five hours with the optional three-phase onboard charger (11 kW).
P
• EUGEOT has selected the partner ZEborne to
carry out a survey and offer a tailored solution for
the installation of a Wall Box terminal at your
home(1).

(1) See point of sale conditions.

REMOTE e-CONTROLS
Control and plan your charging directly from your
smartphone. You can also manage the in-car temperature.
For more information: https://services-store.peugeot.fr/
store/ecommandes-distance
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USTOMISATION

1

HIGH LEVEL OF DETAIL
Discover your PEUGEOT e-RIFTER with our
selection of high quality trims(1) for a frugal and
elegant interior.

(1) Standard, optional or unavailable depending on model.

2

3
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1.

Lev 1, CURITIBA Fabric

2.

Lev 3, CARACAL Fabric

3.

Lev 4, SQUARED fabric

YOUR STYLE, YOUR
COLOURS...
Choose from a range of seven ever more
remarkable tints.

Polar White

Silky Grey

Cumulus Grey

Deep Blue

Platinum Grey

Onyx black
(1)

Teinte Opaque.

(2)

Teinte Métallisée.

(3)

Teinte Vernis Tri couches.

(4)

Teinte Nacrée.

Metallic Copper

… DOWN TO THE FINEST
DETAIL.
Give your PEUGEOT e-RIFTER a personal
touch. Discover the five models of wheel rims
(1)

(1)

or hubcaps (1) from 15” to 17”.

Standard, optional, or unavailable depending on model.

MILFORD 15” hubcap

RAKIURA 16” hubcap

TONGARIRO 16” hubcap

TARANAKI 16” alloy wheel rim

AORAKI 17” diamond impregnated
alloy wheel rims
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CHOOSE WHAT IS BEST FOR
YOUR e-RIFTER
For sport, adventure, the tribe…
Whatever your needs, the PEUGEOT e-RIFTER fits
your lifestyle with a wide range of accessories and
equipment.
1
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2

3

4

5

6

1.

Front and rear parking assistance + security alarm on
the original radio controls.

2.

Front seat armrest.

3.

Roof bars on longitudinal bars.

4.

Long roof luggage box (420 litres).

5.

Set of 3D carpet mats.

6.

Rigid boot tray.
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